what students HAVE TO SAY don’t take our word for it

Vinicius Caldas / BRAZIL
The IEI is a place where you can learn English in a short time. In addition to classes, the IEI provides outdoor activities. They have trips where you will have to use English like your first language and you will learn about different places, see awesome landscapes, and explore cities inside this wonderful state, Maine. So if you have an opportunity to come, DO IT!

Abdulrahman Alturaif / SAUDI ARABIA
I really enjoy studying at the IEI. In a nutshell, I highly recommend anyone that wants to study in the United States to study at this great school.

Tizezew Sisay / ETHIOPIA
When I first arrived it was hard to speak and even to write. Now after six months I am speaking confidently and I am writing good English. It is beyond my expectations. MY thinking was to learn English only, but what I got is how I will handle and be successful in my major classes, and the culture of the United States, and how I will communicate with my professors and my classmates.
The Intensive English Institute at UMaine welcomes you!

The Intensive English Institute provides language instruction at all levels and prepares students for success. Come and study English in a safe, friendly, and beautiful environment. You can experience year round outdoor activities. From skiing in winter to sea-kayaking and canoeing in summer, there is something for everyone!

what we offer
an education designed around YOU

Courses include
• two 8-week fall & spring sessions
• two 4-week summer sessions
• 1-week TESOL certificate program
• customized program to fit YOUR needs
• holiday parties and weekly field trips
• FREE conversation partner program
• small classes
• CEA Accredited

Life at UMaine includes
• access to ALL campus resources
• Collins Center for the Arts
• New Balance Recreation Center
• MaineBound Adventure Center
• Hudson Museum
• lectures by scholars and public figures
• beautiful historic campus
• 200 + sports, clubs, and organizations

mainly MAINE
small town, BIG community

to APPLY
visit us at
umaine.edu/iei